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The purpose of establishing Atherium is to facilitate payment transactions, facilitate the blockchain

ecosystem, and provide benefits to its users.

Atherium was founded by a team that is experienced and dedicated in the development of

blockchain technology. This team consists of financial experts, software developers, marketing

experts, and prominent figures in the world of blockchain technology. In creating Atherium, the

team wanted to provide an easy-to-use solution to assist users in making payment transactions and

sending funds, as well as providing profitable benefits for token holders.

BACKGROUND

Atherium is present as an innovation in blockchain technology. By using

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) technology, Atherium allows users to make

transactions with low fees and fast. Apart from that, Atherium also offers high

security and innovative features.



Atherium is also committed to providing lucrative benefits to its token holders. Apart from providing

benefits from rising token prices, Atherium also offers opportunities for token holders to get

bonuses and other prizes through investment, affiliate, staking, farming and so on.

However, Atherium also pays attention to the risks involved in using blockchain technology and

various applicable rules and regulations. Therefore, Atherium advises its users to always do

research and be careful when making transactions and using blockchain technology.

BACKGROUND

Atherium also emphasizes that this whitepaper is for information only and is

not a solicitation to make an investment or transaction. Users are expected to

conduct research and consultation before making investments or transactions

using blockchain technology and the Atherium token.



Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network

developed by Binance, one of the largest crypto exchanges

in the world. BSC uses BEP20 technology (Binance Smart

Chain Token Standard), which allows users to create tokens

that can be used on the BSC network. BEP20 is one of the

standard ERC20 (Ethereum Request for Comments) tokens

customized for use on the Binance Smart Chain network.

TECHNOLOGY
ATHERIUM USES THE BINANCE SMART
CHAIN (BSC) NETWORK (BEP20)



Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network developed by Binance, one of the

largest crypto exchanges in the world. BSC uses BEP20 technology (Binance Smart

Chain Token Standard), which allows users to create tokens that can be used on the

BSC network. BEP20 is one of the standard ERC20 (Ethereum Request for Comments)

tokens customized for use on the Binance Smart Chain network.

TECHNOLOGY

ATHERIUM USES THE BINANCE SMART
CHAIN (BSC) NETWORK (BEP20)

In addition, BEP20 also supports cross-chain, meaning that BEP20 tokens can be transferred to other

blockchain networks that support ERC20 tokens such as Ethereum. This allows users to utilize their

BEP20 tokens for various purposes such as trading, payments, and use in decentralized applications.

Due to its low transaction fees, fast transaction speed, and cross-chain support, BEP20 is becoming a

popular choice for creating crypto tokens and building blockchain applications on top of the Binance

Smart Chain network.
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Plan Minimum Maximum ROI Duration
Total
Result

BASIC $10 $99 0,4% 365 Day 146%

BRONZE $100 $499 0,6% 365 Day 219%

SILVER $500 $999 0,7% 365 Day 255%

GOLD $1000 $4999 0,8% 365 Day 292%

PLATINUM $5000 $10.000 1% 365 Day 365%

LENDING PROJECT 

Visit Our Atherium Investment Website :
www.atherium.co

ATHERIUM INVESTMENT



Level 4 = 2%

Level 5 = 1%

Level 6 = 0.5%

Level 7 = 0.1%

Level 1 = 10%

Level 2 = 5%

Level 3 = 3%

LENDING PROJECT 
ATHERIUM INVESTMENT AFFILIATE PROGGRAM



development process

ATHERIUM STAKING & FARMING PROJECT
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Token Name Atherium

Symbol ATH

Decimal 18

Maximal Supply 21.000.000 ATH

Contract Address 0xa98C36C5bA0E444970bD77FA61910F728ccB07DA

Blockchain BSC Bep-20

Explorer View

www.atherium.net

ATHERIUM TOKENOMIC

https://bscscan.com/token/0xa98C36C5bA0E444970bD77FA61910F728ccB07DA#code


Presale
50%

Liquidity
25%

Staking & Farming Reward
20%

Depeloper & Team
5%

ATHERIUM TOKEN ALLOCATION



Liquidity
50%

Affiliate
30%

Development
10%

Depeloper & Team
5%

Marketing & Promotion
5%

ATHERIUM TOKEN SALE
ALLOCATION



Atherium 
Token

Burn

CEX Exchange

Dex Exchange

Minting

Trade / Hold

Atherium
Investment

Trade / Hold

Staking /
Farming

Atherium
Investment

Trade / Hold

Trade / Hold Staking /
Farming

Note: A collaboration between Cefi and
Defi Atherium Token enthusiasts from
around the world 

ATHERIUM
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Q1
Staking Platform development

(Cefi System with affiliate bonus

3 level). Listing at Pancakeswap.

Q2
Farming Platform development

Web3 (Defi System with affiliate

bonus). Listing at Cex Exchange.

Q3
Request listing at CMC & Coin

Gecko. Update logo on Trust Wallet.

Q4
Update Logo at Trust Wallet.

Prepare development another

ecosystem. Prepare New

Roadmap 2025

ATHERIUM ROADMAP 2024



The authors of the Atherium whitepaper have made their best

efforts to ensure that the information in this document is

accurate and relevant. However, no warranty or claim is made

for the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information

contained therein. The authors of the Atherium whitepaper

are not responsible for any actions taken by readers based on

the information contained in this document.

DISCLAIMER

The Atherium Whitepaper is not an investment offer, an offer to buy, sell, or trade

crypto-currencies or other digital assets, or a suggestion to enter into any

transaction. Readers are solely responsible for their own investment decisions and

should weigh the risks and rewards associated with trading cryptocurrencies or other

digital assets before making any transactions.



The authors of the Atherium whitepaper are not liable for any

loss resulting from the use of the information in this document or

from trading in cryptocurrencies or other digital assets. Readers

are responsible for the risks and losses associated with trading

cryptocurrencies or other digital assets, and should consider

them carefully before making any transactions.

DISCLAIMER

Readers should understand that the market for cryptocurrencies and other digital

assets is highly volatile and high-risk, and that significant price fluctuations can occur

over a short period of time. The information contained in the Atherium whitepaper is

for reference only and is not intended as trading advice or recommendations.



And, the compilers of the Atherium whitepaper reserve the right

to change, modify, add or delete parts of this document without

prior notification. Readers should check the latest version of this

whitepaper for the most recent information.

DISCLAIMER

Twitter: @atherium_token

Telegram Group: @atherium_token

Telegram channel: @atherium_channel

Youtube: @atheriumtoken

Website ICO: www.atherium.biz

Website Token: www.atherium.net

Website Investment: www.atherium.co

VISIT OUR SOCIAL MEDIA AND OFFICIAL WEBSITE

https://twitter.com/atherium_token
https://t.me/atherium_token
https://t.me/atherium_channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd0B98lmNdjbaFTT3Q_nwPw
https://atherium.net/
https://atherium.net/
https://atherium.co/
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